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INTRODUCTION

There is an army arising. Like creatures emerging from the woodwork, these warriors
are pouring out from every nook and cranny of the globe.

They are of every nation - skins of varying hues and tongues of a million
cadences.

They can be found in every sector and field - the media, the marketplace,
education, healthcare and politics. In the home. At schools.

Some of these soldiers are recognizable. Even well-known - elevated into
positions of prominence and lavishly medalled.

Many, however, are Unknown. Unsung. Unrecognised. Undercover.
They all differ in many ways from the citizens around them, and seem to march

to a beat only they can hear - or understand.
But the most fascinating thing about these fighters is that they are also Builders.
Like Nehemiah, they wield a sword in one hand and a trowel in the other. While

they keep a watchful eye out for the enemy, the other eye is firmly fixed on a
blueprint carefully placed before them as they build.

You see, even though they are building enterprises, organisations, ministries and
families, a closer look reveals they are not following grandiose plans or ambitious
dreams fabricated after their personal desires.

No, sir.
They are following strict instructions that The Master Builder - and Commander

of The Army - has personally handed to each one.
They are following a Pattern.



Chapter One
APPLYING: PROFESSIONAL BUILDERS

It was like a dream. After four hundred and thirty years, the children of Israel had just
gotten out of Egypt. They could not believe it! It was a new day. A new dawn.

This generation leaving Egypt was very different from the pioneer one that had
come into the land centuries ago.

The former had been a family of just seventy people (Genesis 46:27); the latter
were a powerful and mighty nation that filled the whole land. (Exodus 1:7).

Their ancestors had come in as free men, loved and respected by the Pharaoh and
his people. These descendants were leaving as newly freed slaves, hated and
maltreated by the Pharaoh and his subjects.

Their forefathers had come into Egypt as shepherds and keepers of flocks, but
with the passage of time and the successive reigns of various kings, these descendants
had evolved in their occupations to become builders.

And could they build!
In contemporary terms, their resumes would read, ‘Professional Procurers and

Builders - with additional expertise’. Not only did they know how to build, they knew
how to source for basic building materials like straw, convert these materials to bricks,
and convert these bricks to edifices.

Egypt was the most powerful nation on earth at that time and, over the years, had
had many kings and many gods. (Historians tell us that each plague sent by the Lord
represented a god the Egyptians served.)

These professional builders had built all types of buildings ranging from houses,
pyramids and storehouses to lodgings, temples of worship, and palaces.

Just like the idols and their mode of worship, each king had had his own peculiar
characteristics, likes and dislikes in the area of service.

When building, every king had had his own desires, specifications and
preferences. Same with every idol.

The major difference, this time, was that the Israelites were going to be building
for the God of the Hebrews.

But they didn’t know it yet. All they knew, at this stage, was that a new phase
was opening before them:

They were leaving a life of slavery to one of freedom.
A life of being second-class citizens to becoming an independent nation.
From serving numerous, tangible, and popular gods to One Invisible, Unknown

God who called Himself the I AM.
They were excited and terrified at the same time. Filled with trepidation about

the future - but glad to step out into unfamiliar territory.
This is where many of us find ourselves at one time or the other. Some of us are

right at this juncture, leaving one phase for another.
From singleness to married life. Leaving a nine-to-five job to begin your own

business. Taking your ministry beyond the the four walls of the local church into
television. Finding out as starry eyed honeymooners that you would soon be first time
parents. Expanding your single store to nation-wide branches.

Most of us find ourselves in the phase of starting or building something, and -
like the children of Israel - we are glad to be marching forward, yet inwardly fearful
of what the future might hold. Excited and terrified all at the same time.

Will we succeed - or fail? Would it be better than what we left behind - or would
we have regrets and desire to go back to the former?



Thankfully, the same God of the Hebrews who guided with a cloud by day and a
pillar of fire by night, is still with us.

*****

These newly freed slaves were going to be building, but they were not apprehensive.
After all, they were professionals with vast experience in 'everything building', and -
as experts who had built for humans, royalties and deities - they were chock full of
ideas and recommendations.

If God had taken a survey and asked for their input on what He was going to
build, there would have been a million suggestions.

Literally.
"It would be more architecturally and aesthetically pleasing to create a building

with a dome-head, than with a flat topped one."
"But a flat-topped one would create room for more worshippers - if the building

below was filled up."
"I think red bricks would withstand the dust and heat better than white ones."
"But a white building would reflect the sun and give an illusion of purity."
"I suggest we make all the doors of the building with arched tops."
"I disagree. Rectangular shapes are easier to measure and fit."
"Why even have many doors in the first place? Two central doors - one each at

the back and front - would be better for crowd control."
"But what if there was a stampede?"
"Why would there be a stampede?!"
"What about us making pillars in the shape of Moses' rod?"
"Hmm. Great idea...but why not Aaron's rod? That was the one that swallowed

the magicians' snakes, remember?"
"But it was Moses' own that parted the Red Sea..."
Muttering under his breath, "Well, I prefer Aaron. He has always been one of

us..."
The suggestions would have gone on indefinitely - and they wouldn’t have been

the only ones.
Moses would have meekly spoken up and proffered the perfect suggestion. You

see, his upbringing in Pharaoh's palace coupled with his exposure in the burning
Midian desert would have given him the upper hand. Both experiences would
combine the beauty and aesthetics learnt from the palace with the staying power and
durability of the Midian tents - thus preparing the perfect tabernacle for the Lord.

Of course, Aaron would have had his own thoughts - though most likely
unspoken. After all, while Moses had been in the dry, barren desert of Midian for forty
long years, he had seen - first hand - the constantly evolving architectural styles and
designs of Egypt. But that wasn’t even the important part, which was: He had been
brought up, taught and surrounded by Hebrews. His 'Hebrew-ness' was pure and
untainted, just like his fathers before him - and just like the God they were building
for. He wasn’t a confused mixture of teachings, cultures and practices…like some
people he knew.

But then, Miriam would undoubtedly have rolled her eyes and openly mocked
her brothers’ tastes. (In any case, she had never been one to keep her opinions to
herself.) Puh-leese, who knew fabrics, designs and colours better than a woman?
Besides, as a prophetess, she could easily convince the the women - and herself - that
their natural ‘God-given’ home-making abilities interwoven with their deeply spiritual



feminine intuitions were to be revered and followed.
The mixed multitude among them would have had their own thoughts. The

imaginative young ‘uns would have scoffed at the archaic tastes of the old. The
creative artisans would have yawned, jeeringly, at the exact scientists. The bronze
makers would have irked the gold sellers by their suggestion that bronze is cheaper -
and thus better. The tie-and-dyers would have argued over whether cyan-blue or
russet-red best represented the royalty of this new god.

It would have been chaotic. A total mess.
Like our world today.
Do you know how many ideas are out there when it comes to raising children?

Or building a home? Or starting a business? Or founding a ministry?
The din is deafening.
From well-meaning family members to self-acclaimed experts to

seriously-concerned friends to spiritually-experienced leaders to strategically-placed
media.

Everyone is speaking. Everyone has a voice.
I have not even included your own experiences, fears, desires, voices from the

past, tastes and preferences, ideas formed based on your upbringing, etc..
Put all these together - and you have chaos. A total mess.
So, in a bid to keep our sanity and be 'safe', we do what we think is best: We take

a little here, and a little there.
An idea from a marriage seminar at church, and another from an embittered,

liberal counsellor on TV.
We apply tips from the latest psychology book on rearing children, but ensure the

kids memorize Ephesians 6:1&2 - and support it all with a surefire method from our
own upbringing.

We attend the latest church growth conference, rework the latest message of that
hip pastor everyone seems to be currently watching, and organize ready-to-mingle
hangouts for singles - so the church can grow.

We practice and even reward Machiavellian principles in our offices, right after
the daily corporate fellowship and prayers.

Basically, we combine and blend - hoping against hope to see the glory of God
fill our homes, organisations, businesses and ministries.

But, you see,
Clay and iron do not mix.
Deep does not call to Shallow.
The Flesh and the Spirit do not walk together.
Ishmael and Isaac cannot inherit the promise - of the fullness of God’s presence.
There is only one way.
The God way.
God knew this 6,000 years ago - and He still knows this. He is still saying, "If

you want to see My glory and My fullness in your life/home/ministry/career, it has to
be just one way.

My way.
From the very beginning to the very end."
And it begins with…



Chapter Two
GETTING INTO THE PRESENCE

The first thing God did, before giving Moses a pattern for the tabernacle, was to get
him alone.

With Him.
I sincerely believe that one of the greatest attacks of the enemy against the body

of Christ in the last days will be ‘busyness.’ Busyness of the mind, of the emotions, of
the environment. He will do all to ensure that we are not sufficiently still, or quiet
enough, to receive God’s patterns, so that he can impregnate us with his own ideas (at
worst), or make us birth Ishmaels - a mixture from the promise-carrier and the flesh -
at best.

So we build or create things that seemingly prosper, seemingly yield results, and
seemingly have a semblance of ‘The Presence,’ - but lack The Fullness.

And the enemy loves it because, if a vessel is not full, it can easily be diluted
with another substance.

The first thing to note is that God didn't give Moses The Pattern among the
people. He called him up higher.

Every time God wants to begin a new phase in your life, He always calls you up
to the mountain - away from the noise and the opinions of men. He calls you into His
Presence where all is so still and quiet, the only thing you hear is His heartbeat
regarding the matter; where His Presence gets so intense that, the longer you stay
there, the more every screaming inner voice and desire quietens.

That is why it is very interesting to note that He didn’t just tell Moses to “Come
up to...the mountain…”, He added, “And be there…” (Exodus 24:12, NKJV)

In other words, “…and stay there - until I give you…”
You see, going up to the mountain for many of us is no big deal. We ‘go up’ once

a month, or once a quarter, or when an urgent need arises - traipsing up the mountain,
little dance steps on our feet, arms gaily waving to Him as we ‘enter His gates with
thanksgiving and His courts with praise.’

We enter His Presence in worship, and - though we don't outwardly voice the
thought, or even admit that’s what we really feel because we have been sold the lie of
a desperate God - we expect Him to fall on our necks with tears of joyful abandon that
we actually came into His Presence and, in His gratitude, begin to spew out hidden
secrets and mysteries that have been before the foundation of time…

…And it doesn’t happen that way.
We forget that 'It is the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the honour of kings is

to search out a matter...' (Proverbs 25:2)
…And searching can take time.
So, as our songs begin to fade and the initial excitement wanes - and no deep

revelations seem to be coming forth - the cravings of our flesh and the sounds around
the golden calf at the base of the mountain begin to pull at our concentration.

Finally, we can’t take it anymore, and we hurry back down to join in the
merriment. We just try to wing our way around in this world, and build with what we
think and hope is His way.

And it seems to work - for a time, until we realise the results are not exactly what
we hoped to get - then we climb up the mountain again.

*****



That was why The Lord told Moses, “Come up, and be there…”
The Living Bible says “…and remain, until I give you…”
You see, God understands that, more difficult to quieten than the external voices

and noises, are the internal ones. So He calls you into His Presence to remain - until
your screaming voices are quietened, inner voices discerned, wrong mindsets dealt
with, erroneous thought patterns and habits broken - and the only thing that fills your
mind and heart is His Voice. You are clearly able to distinguish which is of The
Pattern - and which is not.

For some, getting The Pattern might take just a day. For others, it might take a
week; while for others, it might take a year, or more - depending on how deep, loud
and far-reaching the voices are, how ready you are to ‘be there’, and how willing you
are to drop your own pattern(s) and accept His.

*****

Staying on the mountain does not always mean physically shutting down and shutting
out everything and everyone indefinitely, or going somewhere remote until you get
the whole pattern.

Waiting is more than physical. It is a posture.
For many of us, it would mean a period of time where our focus and

concentration is totally fixed on Him even while we go about our daily duties -
waiting on Him, being fully aware that He can speak at any time and drop (a piece of)
the Pattern into our spirits. During these periods of waiting, we create consistent, daily
times in His presence, receiving each piece of the Pattern He releases as He deems fit.

Even when we leave or get up from that physical place of waiting, our ears and
heart are still attuned to Him. It is a continual state of waiting: we do not run off and
impatiently execute our own thoughts or an incomplete part of the Pattern - until we
get His complete Pattern, or the release to go ahead with what He has already given.

But there will be times when He will call us up to shut out everything and
everyone - particularly when, just like the Israelites, a new phase is about to begin.

The trouble with many of us is that we don’t recognise our seasons of waiting -
and we don’t recognise His voice. Even when we are supposed to be ‘shut down’ to
receive from him, we are still mentally and physically busy, trying to prepare for the
next level - in the flesh.

There might also be times when the gravity of a situation you are facing (or about
to face), or the intensity and immensity of your next level might require God telling
you to shut everything down and everyone out - until you hear fully from Him.

That means that, as an employee, you would have to take a leave of absence,
accrued leave, or even resign to hear from God.

Yes, resign. If God really means business with you, and your work is not giving
you that time, space or quietness to spend with Him, He can ask you to resign.

That’s not all. In some dire cases, if you still refuse to get away - and He really
has to get you alone - He can shut down your job.

Yes, He can - and I know cases where He has.
Unfortunately, many of us still don’t understand the process. Even when He shuts

down our external distractions, we still mentally and physically run up and down,
helter-skelter like headless chickens, trying to ‘do something’ to ‘make ends meet’.

We don’t take the time to ask, “Okay, Lord. What next?” - and then wait for Him
to speak.



If we do, we will hear Him say, "Come up...and be here. Be still - and know that I
am God."

*****

God also told Moses, “Come up…toMe…”
If we climb up the mountain, and don’t find Him there, let's ask ourselves, "Did I

go up - to God?’
Or did we climb up our own mountains of religious activity ("I 'tarry' twice a

week. It's no big deal."), mountains of coercion ("Ugh. I can't wait for this
church/family/departmental period of 'waiting' to be over!), or mountains of options
("If this works, fine. If it doesn't, a golden calf can take me back to Egypt)?

Did we really go up - to God?
Did we really go to find Him?
Jeremiah 29:13 says "And you will seek Me and find Me, when you search for

Me with ALL your heart…" (NKJV)



Chapter Three
THE PATTERN, THE PROCESS AND THE PARTICULARS

It is commonly said that the devil is in the details. That's an erroneous statement for a
Christian. The real truth for every believer is this:

God is in the details.
Especially when you desire to build after His Pattern.
Throughout the Bible, the specificity, exactness, and attention-to-detail God

exhibits is amazing - and gives deep insight into His character. He did not just tell
Moses the 'What' to build, He also gave him the 'How' to build - and it was not a
vague, generic 'how.'

No sir. It was an extremely detailed, specific, for-every-aspect kind of how.
The expert Israelite builders were also going to know a side to this new God they

were just meeting - and who was very different from other gods and kings they had
built for:

The kings of Egypt, like most kings, simply told you what they wanted and
expected you to work out the details, while the details and temples of the Egyptian
gods were determined by the worshippers. The gods didn’t really have a say (they
sorta-kinda had a hard time communicating their desires).

This God and King was very different. He was very interested in - and
completely involved with - every aspect of the building. Right down to the last detail.

He gave Moses the overall pattern AND the details - just like He does to us; but,
unlike Moses, many of us don’t wait for the WHOLE information.

We hear Him say, “You are going to build a sanctuary for …”
...and we run off down the mountain, excited and waving the Pattern - which has

only one sentence written on it.
“We are building a sanctuary for God!!”
…and we sit down - without God - and begin to design with our carnal minds

what was revealed to our spirits.
“I want you to begin a television ministry…”
“Thank you, Jesus!”...and we open our phones - without God - to call likely

sponsors, while mentally choosing which of our messages would attract the most
views.

“I am sending My children through you to raise in …”
“About time! Thank you, Jesus!”....and Bob and Mary sit down to decide the

schools the kids would attend, as well as the piano/tennis/dance/speech lessons/clubs
they would be part of - to be socially acceptable. Without God.

“I want to prosper and use your cooking skills for…”
“Hallelujah!”...and we hurriedly log on to The Food Network to copy the world's

best chefs - and their methods.
What began in the Spirit ends up in the flesh - and somewhere along the line, we

wonder at the emptiness in our souls, even though we might be outwardly prospering.
We wonder why, even though we have daily bread, it has the flavour of toil and the
aftertaste of sorrow.

Yes, the Israelites were the ones who would - physically - execute the Pattern and
build the tabernacle, but the Lord was the One who would tell them ‘how’ to do it,
and He quickly, very quickly, informed Moses of that in Exodus 25:8&9.

‘...Let them make Me a sanctuary that I may dwell among them (but it is going to
be) according to all that I show you - that is (after) the pattern of the tabernacle
and…all its furnishings, just so (exactly) you shall make it. (NKJV, emphasis and



paraphrases mine)
God chose the materials to be used in the tabernacle.
He chose the accessories.
He chose the furnishings.
He chose all the arrangements and placements.
He chose the designs.
He chose the measurements.
He chose the colours, yes, the colours.
He chose how the tabernacle would be raised.
He chose the clothes and designs of the priests, right down to their

undergarments.
He chose the team.
He decided Everything.
Let's bring this home:
-We desire to build a home where the Presence of God will fully dwell, so we go

up to the mountain, and stay there, and He shows us:
The team - our spouses.
Our specific roles as husband and wife.
Our children - their names and the paths they should take.
How they should be brought up.
How the home should be run.
Where we should live per season.
How to handle the finances He provides etc.
-We partner with God to start a business. He reveals to us His choice on:
The type of business/service/product.
The name of the business.
The vision/ mission - long term and short term
The location.
The leaders and team members.
The modus operandi, e.g no work on Sundays, 20% tithe, Etc.
- We hear the nudging of God leading us into Christian Service and Ministry. He

downloads into our spirits, if we wait…
The type of Ministry
The mode of operation - full-time or part-time
Where it should start from.
Its name (if He so desires)
Your partners (if any) etc.
‘Now, now, Deborah, this is getting out of hand. This is too extreme. What did

God give us brains for?!’
I know, trust me - but it is fascinating (and deep food for thought) at some

absolutes used in the Bible, one of which is the word ‘ALL’.
What do I mean?
‘Trust in the Lord with ALL your heart, and lean not unto your own

understanding. In ALL your ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct your path…'
(Proverbs 3:5&6 NKJV)

ALL includes getting the car you need for ministry, the colour scheme for the
bathroom, and the receptionist for your front desk.

'The Holy Spirit will teach you ALL things...' (John 14:26)
ALL things including how to build a Fortune 500 company - without cutting

corners or cutting down people. How to raise up godly seed in an ungodly world -



without resorting to emotional or intellectual psychobabble. How to build a grow your
ministry - without emotional manipulation or spiritual witchcraft.

A friend of mine once commented that the internet (he named a popular site) has
taken the place of the Holy Spirit in the lives of Christians. He (the Spirit) is supposed
to show us ALL things, guide us into ALL truth and teach us ALL things. But now, the
net does all these for us.

After all, can the internet not (seemingly) show us ALL things, (seemingly) guide
us into ALL truth and, most definitely, (seemingly) teach us ALL things?

Of course, it (seemingly) can - and for many of us, it undoubtedly does.
Undecided on career paths for the kids? Not a problem. Simply type "Successful

careers and businesses for the next century" into your laptop, and voilà! you have
ALL variants of truth shown you.

Experiencing unexplainable financial losses in business? No worries. Just go on
your favourite app and ask your online family what they think could be wrong. You
will definitely be guided into a myriad of truths about why that could be happening.

With dozens of forums where you can glean ‘smart’ (substitute ‘devious’) - and
wearying - ‘101 Tested and Trusted Tips For Keeping Your Partner Faithful’, why ask
the Creator of marriage to teach you about the institution?

That was why God told Moses, “..Come up TO ME…away from all the
bombardments…and be there…”

Now, even a toddler would understand that I am not saying that the net or other
forms of information is evil. ‘ALL things were made by God - and for God.’
(Colossians 1:16). He uses them ALL for his purposes. But He (The Holy Spirit) is to
be our first port of call. If He decides to lead you to search the engine for anything,
that's perfectly in the Pattern.

I have had many instances where I had been praying about issues, and when I
went online for something entirely different, the answers jumped out at me from a
comment, an advert or an article.

There have also been times I went online…and got nothing - even when I tried
very hard to ‘see’ the Pattern there.

That's also a common mistake we make. Even when we trust with all our hearts,
and try to acknowledge Him in all our ways, we sometimes forget that He will direct
our paths to the manifestation of the answer. Instead, we would rather prefer to direct
His path on how to answer our prayers.

His way. His Pattern. His Results.

*****

It sounds scary, doesn't it - God getting involved in every aspect of our lives?
“Suppose He doesn't give me what I like? Suppose we don't have the same tastes

or desires? Suppose He tells me to do something I don’t want to? What if …? What
happens when…? Suppose…? Suppose…? Suppose…?”

Before we get into panic attacks, let’s remind ourselves of certain great truths
which the enemy loves to help us forget.

(1) God Is Omniscient - And Knows All Things.
The Bible tells us that before the foundation of the world - long before the world was
created, long before Adam was formed, and long before the tree of good and evil was
placed in the garden - the Blood for our salvation was already put in place (1 Peter
1:19&20).



Okay. What does that have to do with the Pattern? Simple. Even in the seemingly
unimportant and trivial details of our lives, God knows the end from the beginning.

He knows how a simple dress detail can affect certain aspects of the overall
Pattern.

A single, female minister prepared for service one day. She was more than ready
for her music ministration - prayed up spiritually, ready vocally. She knew God had a
purpose for the song, because she had been ‘filled’ with the Spirit while preparing.

She loved jewellery and had just gotten a new ring, but as she slipped it on the
middle finger of her right hand, she felt the Holy Spirit tell her to take it off. She
ignored the Voice, convincing herself it was just her mind.

She sang powerfully but, after the meeting, instead of people talking about how
blessed they were, they surrounded her asking excitedly, “Congratulations!! Are you
engaged now?! When you lifted your hand, we saw your ring! We wanted the meeting
to be over so we could ask you!”

Almost every person mentioned or referred to the ring.
It was then she realized that nearly no-one had focused on the song - because of

the ring. The prayers, rehearsals, preparation, and infilling had practically been a
waste because of a seemingly inconsequential piece of jewellery. That ‘little’ ring had
been a big distraction.

It might seem like such a trivial detail, but receiving a divine impression to effect
a certain dress code can be the difference between two hundred members and two
thousand members.

We can easily scoff, "Oh, please! It doesn't matter."
In the Pattern, every detail matters.
I once read a story of a woman who was led by God to name her baby girl Eva.

(That is a detail in the Pattern that might seem trivial - but can have far reaching
consequences.) Thankfully, she obeyed. Years later, her daughter fell sick and was
almost dying. She began to pray over her child, and as she prayed, the Holy Spirit
impressed it upon her to repeatedly call her daughter's name. (Eva means 'Life.') She
began doing so, fighting for her daughter's life and claiming her right to live.

Eva lived.
What might have happened if, years before, she had felt that particular detail was

up to her - and not God? Suppose she had ignored that instruction, and decided to
chose a ‘prettier’ name - or a name which came from her mother’s side of the family?

God knows everything that will ever happen, and it is just wisdom - simple
common sense, really - to involve him in everything.

(2) God Knows Us Better Than We Know Ourselves.
Many of us don't know who we are, what we want or what we like. We think we do -
but we don't. The real truth is that our desires and tastes have been shaped by culture,
family, upbringing, peers, tradition, experiences, environment, and the media, to
mention a few.

We think we would rather live in the city of bright lights and glittering skylines
with our friends - but God is aware that our innate expression and creative makeup
bloom in the quiet, grassy countryside.

We hate risks and would rather keep our nine-to-five job as the company
accountant - and God sees us starting and expanding a global Telecommunications
company.

We desire to pastor a church of thousands because of the praise, prestige and
prosperity that seem to come with it - when God has called you to be a spiritual



‘grandfather’: one who will deeply travail over, fully bring to birth, and intensely
father a few that will birth millions.

We pray for daughters rather than sons so we could play dress-up, engage in
feminine gossip and makeup sessions with them - and all God sees is a woman who
was configured to birth and raise up strong men who would lead their families,
nations and the world.

God knows us. The Real Us.
It can be strange, and even downright scary, how much you can passionately

desire a thing/person/situation - and then, when you spend time with God, the strong
desires fizzle out or change.

That is why He calls us - away from all the distractions around us, the images
constantly paraded before our eyes, and the insistent voices in our ears - into His
presence where, the longer we remain, the more we are purged of everything that is
not of Him; where, as we behold Him, we transform into who we are supposed to be
in Him; where our desires begin to subtly, but surely, metamorphose into His desires -
and we find ourselves in Him, the real ‘Us’.

A lot of Christians have major identity issues because they don't spend time in
His presence to know who they really are, what they really like, and what they were
created for - so they become skilled imitators, taking bits and pieces from that person,
and this business, and that pattern, and this method - and ending up as carbon copies
at best and caricatures at worst.

Again, God knows us. The Real Us.

(3) God Deals With Us Personally - And ‘His Plans For Us Is Better Than Our
Plans For Us.’
Beyond really knowing us, God deals with us personally - as individuals, families,
businesses, or ministries. He doesn’t offer injection mould Patterns to his children:
handing out a one-size-fits-all to every mother, ministry, or franchise.

He takes into consideration our makeup, environment, season, time, past, present
and future - before He draws up and hands over our Pattern.

He knew the Israelites were going to be temporary nomads, therefore the
sanctuary could not be made with bricks and mortar - like the temples of Egypt in
their past, or the temple of Solomon in their future. For that season, it had to be
dismantlable and easily carried.

Since He knew the tabernacle would be carried, He considerately chose
lightweight materials for it: mainly clothes and goats hair - not blocks or stone.

Apart from the lightness of the materials, He was also aware of the desert's
extreme conditions and temperatures - so these materials did not shrink, expand and
crack, or cause unfavourable reactions.

Best of all (as far as I am concerned), the aesthetics was gorgeous. The colours of
gold, purple, red and blue, the utensils of pure gold, the silver sockets, the onyx stones,
the ornamental knobs and other accessories were amazing. I love the part of the Bible
that records that the priests’ garments were made - not just for service and as a
covering - for glory and for beauty. (Exodus 28:2)

In the end, God's pattern was practical, relevant, suitable - and beautiful. It was
not grievous. (1 John 5:3).

I sincerely believe that if the Israelites were asked if anything could be changed
or improved upon after the work was finished, they would have given an unanimous
'No.’

Just like I believe that, at the end of life, most people would be glad for the areas



they had trusted God in - and wish they had trusted Him in more.

(4) God Is a Good, Good Father - And He Gives Only Good Things.
Jesus summed it up best in Matthew 7:11, "If you, imperfect as you are, know how to
lovingly take care of your children and give them what’s best, how much more ready
is your heavenly Father to give wonderful gifts to those who ask him?” (TPT)

Enough said.

*****

Before I end this chapter, let me briefly insert the following here:
Getting the Pattern - or its details - is not meant to be an esoteric, highly

perplexing, pie-in-the-sky affair.
God speaks or reveals things to us as individuals in different ways. He will not

suddenly start speaking differently to you because He wants to hand you a Pattern.
However, no matter the myriad of ways He communicates with us, there is a

consistent, secure and error-proof method for everybody. That is the Written Word - or
The Bible.

God will not give you a Pattern that is contrary to the Written Word - neither will
He give you a Pattern that cannot be found in the Word.

Let me explain further.
The Written Word is the generic Pattern for every believer. No matter our color,

career, background, experiences or preferences, it guides us in our daily activities, our
interactions with people, warfare against the enemy, diligence and resourcefulness in
business, building a godly home etc. We all look to it to follow God's will and purpose
on the earth - but that's where many of us stop.

We don't see how the Word can show us what school the children should attend,
what name to call your business, who to marry, how many kids you should have, or
what career path to follow.

What many of us don't realize is that our individual and specific pattern is in the
general Pattern. EVERYTHING you need is in the Word.

Let me use a rather simplistic analogy:
Everyone who is saved has been given the same foundation - Jesus Christ. 'For

other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ.' (1
Corinthians 3:11)

After salvation, everyone has received the General Pattern - the Written Word - in
the form of a huge pile of bricks.

Embedded within this generic blueprint is your individual pattern. When you ask
the Holy Spirit to reveal the Father's plan for you to you, He leads you to the Written
Word - and then opens your eyes. (You absolutely cannot see into the Written Word
without the help of the Holy Spirit.)

As He opens your eyes, and you keep looking into the Written Word, you begin
to see a pattern emerge for YOU. The longer you look, the more details you receive.

You start to have an idea of the Building for YOU.
You see a brick here, and another there - and, suddenly, you understand how they

both connect in a corner of your business. You see how a particular set of bricks are
perfect for building a fence in the media department of your ministry - or you see how
three distinct bricks clearly reveal which one of the nannies you should hire.



The Written Word becomes personal to YOU.
This revealed Word is so personal that, another person gazes at the same set of

bricks, and sees a completely different pattern - then goes ahead to build a totally
different edifice from yours.

Two women gaze at the general pattern. One becomes a Jochebed - with a
specific blueprint to birth and raise a prophet, a priest and a prophetess. The other
becomes an Esther - receiving the wisdom to change social and political laws that are
contrary to the Kingdom.

Two men look at the same blueprint. One receives a pattern for starting and
growing a ministry. The other receives instructions to build and run a finance house.

Same foundation. Same materials. Different Buildings.
To get God's specific and detailed pattern, ask the Holy Spirit for revelation - and

then spend time in the Word.
Even when He speaks through other means, He will lead you to the Word to

confirm it.
Finally, spend time in the Word.

*****

God is in the details. He is not an 'anything-goes-it-really-doesn't-matter' God - and
neither should our families, businesses, and ministries be.

In fact, once we put the 'God' brand on anything we do, the more
God-representing they should be:

For glory and for beauty.



Chapter Four
“...IT IS WRITTEN…”

It wasn't enough for Moses to simply hear from God. He had to write down ALL (that
word again) that God said.

‘And Moses wrote ALL the words of the Lord…’ (Exodus 24:4, NKJV)
It also wasn't enough for God to simply give instructions. He - God - had to write

it down.
‘And the LORD said unto Moses, Come up to me into the mount, and be there:

and I will give thee tables of stone, and a law, and commandments which I have
written; that thou mayest teach them.’ (Exodus 24:12).

Why was/is it so important to write it down?
Because human beings can genuinely forget.
Because humans beings can deliberately have selective amnesia - choosing what

and what not to remember.
Because word of mouth can be incomplete, manipulated or distorted.
Because there is an enemy who wants to steal the vision by, first, making it hazy

- and then gradually substituting it with his own until the original vision is killed and
destroyed.

(1)So, setting a tone that would be echoed centuries later in Habakkuk 2:2, 'Write
the vision...' God commanded Moses,
"Write it down.
Everything I have said - write it down.
The overall vision, the step-by step process, the individual details, the team -

write it down.
The what, where, who, why, how,when - write it ALL down."
The importance of this will soon be fully explained.
(2)It is not sufficient to simply scribble the vision. The writing should be plain

and easily understood by everyone involved - you, family members, workers, staff,
the ministry team etc.

Habakkuk 2:2 continues, "...make it plain..."
The Living Bible says: "Write...on a billboard, large and clear..."
The Message translation states: "Write it out in big, block letters..."
There should be no ambiguity or vagueness in the vision. It should be clear,

easily read and easily understood.
(3)The writing should be detailed. Painstakingly detailed. It should be broken

down into the 'how to do it, who to do it, when to do it, what is needed', etc.
God was so detailed, so specific that when he mentioned Bezaleel, He stated

which Bezaleel. 'See, I have called by name Bezaleel the son of Uri, the son of Hur, of
the tribe of Judah.' (Exodus 31:2)

Even when He mentioned Aaron for the position of priest, He was specific about
which Aaron:

'And take thou unto thee Aaron thy brother...' (Exodus 28:1).
'...and they shall make holy garments for Aaron thy brother, and his sons...'.

(Exodus 28:4).
Aaron had been Moses' spokesperson in Egypt. It was his rod that had turned into

a snake and swallowed the magicians' snakes. He was the one who had been left in
charge of the people when Moses went up to the mountain.

Of course, everyone knew which Aaron, but FOR RECORD PURPOSES, God
stated clearly and expressly whichAaron.



The roles of the the father, mother and children gotten from the pattern on the
mountain should be clearly spelt out. Each leader, unit head, member of staff, should
have their names, roles and duties clearly spelt out - in writing - so that, even if you
are not there to supervise, they can still execute according to the pattern.

It should be so detailed that, without an interpreter or overseer looking over their
shoulder to constantly explain, the readers should be able to execute his/her part
immediately. Habakkuk2:2 says: "...that he may run that readeth it..."

Every member should have the overall vision and their own part in it clearly spelt
out - so they can run with it and execute it on the go.

(The only time you wait or tarry is when you are waiting on the mountain -
before the pattern is given. Once you receive the detailed vision and its processes,
God expects you to RUN with it.)

(4)It is also fascinating to note that Moses (who wrote the Pentateuch) didn't only
write down the details of the pattern given - but the details of its execution as well.

Exodus chapters 25-28 gave the exact detailed instructions concerning the
tabernacle. Chapters 36-40 shows the exact details of the execution.

Usually, I would jump over these chapters - or, at best, quickly skim or glaze
over them. This time, however, was different. It was extremely fascinating to see how
detailed the execution was. It matched each preceding instruction and each verse
almost word for word. The Bible didn't merely record a generic, "…and they did all
that the Lord commanded." No. It went into extreme detail to show how each
instruction was exactly obeyed.

When God was issuing instructions in the preceding chapters, He repeatedly said,
“…do them according to the pattern that was shown you on the mount.” (Exodus
25:40; 26:30; 27:8; NKJV) When the execution was being carried out, it repeatedly
recorded, “…as the Lord had commanded Moses.” (Exodus 39:5-29; 40:16-32,
NKJV)

These records are written and kept to compare with the original instructions. As a
family, as a ministry, as a business, you need to take time to periodically go through
the Pattern to find out if it was followed or executed to the letter. Keeping records of
execution also helps in seeing how far you have come, who or what is responsible for
falling short or succeeding - and how far you have to go.

(5)It would do well to note that God gave that pattern for that season. Every
season would have its own pattern - and it would be ridiculous to build a tabernacle of
goat hair in our age.

The pattern given as a new bride would alter in some ways once the children
arrive. Get the new pattern.

As the children transit from toddlers to teenagers - and then parents - God's
detailed pattern for your family would change in some areas. Always get the new
pattern.

When He wants to grow your mainly youth ministry to a family-oriented one, its
pattern would change.

The pattern given when you just started your catering business would most likely
not be the same pattern when you are expanding to all the states of the country.

Whatever the new pattern for the season is, write it down - in full, in detail,
plainly - and RUN.



Chapter Five
RIGHT IN YOUR FACE

...and this, right here, is why it has to be written down.
Using practically the same words of the Exodus 25-28 instructions, Exodus

36-39 records the exact adherence of the builders to those specifications - with each
verse having its own matching instructions or execution.

How were the builders and artisans able to make the EXACT designs, with the
EXACT measurements, and position them in their EXACT placements?

Simple. They had kept the written detailed instructions in front of them -
constantly.

They kept looking at it. Referring to it. Referring each other to it - constantly - to
make sure

…there were four bowls in the lampstands - as the Lord had said - and not three,
like Ahira mentioned;

…that the sockets were made of silver - as the Lord had said - and not bronze,
like Hiram preferred;

…that the cherubim faces were towards the mercy seat - as the Lord had said -
and not facing the congregation, like Jesharelah initially thought.

They kept looking at - and referring to - ‘what the Lord had said’.
Continuously. Constantly.
When God was dictating the instructions to Moses, He kept repeating Himself.

Constantly.
It is hilarious to note that when they stopped to lodge at Mount Sinai, God

commanded Moses to set boundaries for the people and warn them not to come to the
mountain. (Exodus 19:10-25).

After He descended on the mountain, He called Moses up to Himself - and sent
him back down to warn the people, and tell them not to come near the mountain or
look on God.

Moses, a starry eyed and newbie leader - and probably tired of climbing up and
down that steep mountain - responded (my paraphrase), “They won't disobey, Lord.
I've already told them what You said. Don’t worry." Further translation: "Lord, You
telling me once - and me telling them once - is perfectly fine."

And God replied, "My friend, will you go back down and do as I say! When you
are done, come back up again." Then, He repeated the same instruction: "You had
better warn them not to come near the mountain!"

If God were a 21st century father, Moses would have been rolling his eyes in
exasperation - until he began to lead the people.

You see, God understood man infinitely much more than Moses - at that time -
did. He knew the heart of man is easily distracted, easily deceived - and easily
disobedient to instructions.

That was why He seemed to be overly repetitious as he gave the commandments.
He wanted it burned into the hearts and minds of the people what they were.

In Deuteronomy 6:7-9, God wasn’t being foolish, ridiculous, or overly
over-the-top when He gave His pattern for teaching children His commandments. He
said,

'Impress them on your children. Talk about them when you sit at home and when
you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get up. Tie them as
symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads. Write them on the



doorframes of your houses and on your gates.' (NIV)
In other words, make sure they constantly see it and constantly hear it.
God understands - as well as the enemy - the power of continuously putting

anything before your eyes and in your ears.
They both understand that what you consistently look at and listen to will

determine the course of your life. Or Family. Or Ministry. Or Business.
You see, on the mountain top - in the amazing, glorious presence of God - there

is no need for the written vision. Everything is crystal clear, and His pattern is deeply
engraved on your heart and in your eyes...

...until you come down the mountain.
Then, the roar from the hustle and bustle at the bottom of the mountain begins to

fight to drown out the Voice you heard.
The blazing lights and larger-than-life images dance before your dazzled eyes,

causing the Pattern you received to slowly begin to fade away.
The enemy - undercover and in multicolour - tries to wear you out, using those

who have created their own patterns (at best) or taken his own (at worst), by sending
confusion and the pressure to conform:

"If you want to be really wealthy, you have to be smart and play the game like we
do."

"A survey has shown that too much of the Bible is not good for children. It
makes them seem a bit…’cuckoo’. If you get what I mean..."

"You don't need to spend that much time in studying the Word. Or prayer. Or
fasting. I also have a successful ministry, you know. "

…And you begin to wonder if you heard aright, because your Pattern doesn’t
seem to be as popular and well liked. It doesn’t even seem to yield results as quickly
as others. In fact, it is actually quite plain and boring when you compare it to their
glamorous and flashy ones - and if you look or listen for too long, your pattern would
begin to fade from your heart.

Or it might start to seem slightly ‘off’.

*****

Patterns are powerful. The enemy, just like the Lord, understands that patterns are
really about systems and control - the ability to influence or lead
sectors/individuals/processes to achieve a desired result. The pattern you follow
determines who or what is in control of that area.

Again, just like the Lord, the enemy has his own blueprint - and his own builders.
Some of these builders know who he really is - and are totally sold out to him.

They are aware of his overall eternal plan, and have seen the devilish, detailed pattern
- and they follow it without wavering or compunction.

For many 'natural' people, especially influential ones, he breaks his pattern into
parts, camouflages each one as a brainwave - and offers it to them. These ignorant
builders begin to execute 'their' brainchild within their spheres of influence: Media.
Politics. Education. Family - unaware that they and the billions who blindly follow
them are dancing in perfect rhythm to an invisible drum.

But the enemy is very careful with the Chosen ones. He knows that most would
seek to follow the generic Pattern handed to them by their Lord. With them, he is not
blatant, like he is to his die-hard warriors. Neither does he offer them his own creation
as their own. They can easily discern and reject it - because it is often in obvious
contradiction to the Written Pattern of The Word.



So, he does either of two things:
(1) He uses the systems of the world. As the god of this world, he creates laws,

rules and systems where individual divine patterns can be hindered, restricted - or
'brought under control' within his overall pattern.

While this strategy does work in some cases for the enemy, it can also cause
untold damage in others.

This is because the builders AND the divine patterns carry the Spirit of the Giver
- they can be unpredictable, and 'disruptive' to the natural.

'The wind blows where it wills; and though you hear its sound, yet you neither
know where it comes from nor where it is going. So it is with everyone who is born of
the Spirit.' (John 3:8, AMP)

These divine patterns usually go against the norm, and cannot be easily brought
'under control.' If forced to stay within a system, they can cause the whole system to
become disruptive - and can actually undo almost all the long and hardwork of the
enemy.

So, he does a very clever thing:

(2) He, very subtly, seeks to interweave his own pattern with the pattern
given by God - and this is where many unsuspecting children of the Kingdom come
under his control.

In spiritual warfare, you cannot combat the enemy on his own turf.
You cannot fight him using his own weapons.
You cannot build the Kingdom way - or overthrow his strategies - using his

pattern.
Only God's pattern, God's method and God's way yield God-results.

*****

That is why it is important to always have the Pattern with you.
You keep it constantly before your face - and stick with it. You let everyone

around you have it, keep it constantly before their faces - and stick with it. When
someone seems to be oh-so-slightly deviating, it is brought out and repeated in his/her
hearing until the erring falls back in line. “Remember, ‘as He commanded.’ Is this the
Pattern He showed us on the mountain?”

The written down, detailed pattern on the mountain keeps you focused at the
bottom of the mountain.

You put it before your eyes - before you start building.
You keep it before your eyes at every phase - while you are building.
When you are done with a phase, you peruse it to ensure accuracy of execution

and record purposes.
You put it before your eyes until ‘shall be’ becomes ‘was/is’.
Selah.



Chapter Six
PROVISION FOR THE PATTERN

It has been stated, ‘Where the Lord leads, He provides.’
It is true. Very true.
God ALWAYS funds His projects - and His resources are sufficient and

abundant.
Let’s rewind.
The Israelites had been in Egypt for 430 years. During the latter years of slavery,

they had been maltreated and unjustly cheated of their wages. But God already had a
plan for restoration - backdated payments and accumulated arrears.

Slowly building up to a grand finale, He sent plague after plague to the land -
causing Pharaoh’s heart to harden, but creating mounting fear in the hearts of the
Egyptians.

On the night of the final plague, He told each Israelite household to kill a lamb
and smear its blood on their doorpost and lintels, then get dressed and ready to leave -
while eating the unleavened bread of the Passover.

The people obeyed, and that night, the angel of death struck. All the firstborn
males of all animals and humans died - from Pharaoh’s firstborn to the firstborn of the
prisoner in jail. (Exodus 12:29).

The Egyptians were in full blown panic-and-horror mode at this time. They
begged the Israelites to leave Egypt. Even Pharaoh, who had stubbornly refused to let
them go, ordered them to leave immediately - and pray for him, while they were at it.

But before they departed, God commanded them to ask the Egyptians and their
neighbours for anything they desired - gold, silver, clothing…anything their hearts
desired.

And they asked. Oh, how they asked!
The Bible records, '...they spoiled the Egyptians.' (Exodus 12:36).
The NKJV notes, '...they plundered.'
The Amplified Bible further explains, '...they stripped the Egyptians of

everything they owned...'
...and The Message Bible says, '...they picked the Egyptians clean.'
God’s favour and fear caused Israel to be restored of all that was due them - in

one night; and the wealth of the most powerful nation - at that time - was transferred
to the Israelites in one night.

It was this same wealth that was used for the building of the tabernacle.
Before God gave Moses the pattern on the mountain - months later - He had

already provided the resources for its execution.

Truths About Provision For The Pattern:
(1) Before God gives you the pattern/vision, all the resources needed - spiritual,

financial, human, material, mental - have already been provided.
(2) When God blesses you financially or materially, it is for a reason. Yes, you

will enjoy and partake of it, but it is primarily for An/The Assignment. Even though
the Israelites initially put the gold and silver on themselves and their children, they
brought them to The Lord when it was time to build the tabernacle. Your blessing and
wealth is primarily for the fulfilment of the Kingdom here on earth.

(3) The God-given provision can be diverted.
Moses went up to the mountain to get the pattern and instructions from the Lord,

and remained there for forty days and forty nights. The people at the base of the



mountain grew impatient and fearful (two powerful emotions that will take you out of
the plan of God). Time, to them, was running out/had run out, and there seemed to be
no divine response or acknowledgement.

So they did what they felt was best.
They made a golden calf to take them back to Egypt - using the same resources

that had been divinely provided for the building of the sanctuary.
Sounds familiar, doesn't it? God blesses us with resources - financial, material,

human - because there is a pattern He has planned to reveal to you for the
advancement of His Kingdom on earth. He sends amazingly skilful people, provides
an unexpected financial windfall, quadruples the returns on our investments and
provides unexpected materials - and we enjoy these blessings without bothering to ask,
“Lord, is there a Purpose for this?"

What some of us do is create golden calves of our pleasure, and just like the
Israelites who ate, drank and rose up to play,we squander the provision on our own
definition of eating, drinking and playing: faster and faster automobiles, wilder and
wilder parties, longer and longer trips, more and more exotic gluttonous stuffing -
worshipping the golden calf of pleasure and self.

For others, their golden calves are mementos of human approval and adulation:
sky-high branded structures, acquired titles and statuses, streets and avenues bearing
their names - calves of ego inflation and pride.

Yet some actually wait, like the Israelites at the base of the mountain. However,
since divine instructions seem to be taking too long - and there is no absolute certainty
that He would even speak, anyway - common sense directs us to use the divinely
provided resources of finance, materials, time, effort people and skills to build the
golden calves of our own projects, dreams, and fleshly ideas that might even have a
'form of godliness'.

After all, the golden calf was a god, wasn’t it?
Then we wonder why, instead of the warmth of His approval, all we get is silence

- and sometimes, even an underlying current of His displeasure.
God ALWAYS funds His projects.
If you think you have a dream/vision from God - and seemingly no resources to

back it up - find out if funds are being diverted.
(4) A major sign that the Lord is involved in His projects is that He stirs the

hearts of the ‘wealth-vessels’ and makes their spirits willing.
Exodus 35:21 reveals that “The hearts of the people were stirred, and their spirits

were willing because they brought the Lord’s offering…” Let’s break this down.
(a)First of all, it was time to build the sanctuary, and because it was time, the

grace to give was released upon the people.
Sometimes, funds do not (fully) come our way because it is not yet the time or

the season for the pattern to be executed. God, in His infinite mercy, might withhold
the grace for giving from the vessels so that the resources would not be diverted for
your own plans or pleasure.

(b)More than the ability to give, the people had the understanding that what they
were offering - the finances, materials, skills, services - was ‘for the Lord’. Not for
Moses, but for the Lord. (Exodus 35:21). Without this revelation, they might have
worked or given grudgingly - and this was because…

(c)GOD - not Moses - had stirred their spirits and made them willing. There was
no coercion, no emotional blackmail, no anger or resentment at the people for
insufficient/lack of resources - and no witchcraft or spiritual manipulation that we call
prayer (That's right.)



*****

Digressing a bit: Many, many times, I have heard people pray and command the heart
of certain individuals to be turned in line with their prayers or desires, quoting the
popular verse, 'The king's heart is in the hand of the LORD, as the rivers of water: he
turneth it whithersoever he will.' (Proverbs 21:1).

However, that passage clearly shows that it is God who turns the heart(s) of the
individual(s) wherever and however HE wills. Not you.

You can tell God your desire - and pray that the hearts of people will fall in line
with God’s will for that situation. If, in His infinite wisdom and knowledge, He
desires the heart to be turned according to your prayers, He does the turning. If He
doesn’t agree with your prayers, He leaves the heart as it is - or turns it in another
direction best suited to the situation.

Commanding a person’s heart to be turned according to your desire is against the
freewill God has given man - and is nothing but witchcraft.

Continuing in the same vein, Exodus 35:21 (NKJV) reads, ‘Then everyone came
whose heart was stirred, and everyone whose spirit was willing…’

This means that there were those who had the needed resources - but didn’t come,
because their hearts were not stirred and their spirits were not willing.

But, why? We may ask.
Very simple, actually: They were not the wealth-carriers for that project - even

though they had the necessary resources.
Not everyone around you - with the resources you desire - is meant to assist with

your God-given project.
They might not be stingy. They might not be uncaring or unfeeling. They might

not be “just plain evil!” However, God, in His infinite wisdom, has not stirred their
hearts or made their spirits willing.

It’s enough to hurt our feelings, humanly speaking - but we should be like Moses.
He didn’t publicly berate them or privately resent them - neither did he preach
manipulative messages full of subtle digs about stinginess or lack of love or
‘evilness.’

Moses had his eyes and ears glued to the Provider for the Pattern - and, therefore,
he had more than enough.

We should also remember that, since it is God who turns hearts wherever and
whenever He chooses, unwilling wealth-carriers for one project might be your joyful -
and major - givers for another.

(Finally, we are not ignorant of the devices of the enemy who will do all he can
to ensure the Pattern fails. Therefore - regarding provision for the Pattern - we pray
that (i) The provisions will not be diverted by man or the enemy. (ii) God will make
the hearts of the vessels HE has prepared, willing (iii) God will stir their spirits (iv)
The grace for giving will be released unto them (1 Corinthians 8: 6-7) )

*****

Back to the Israelites.
Apart from God, Himself, stirring their hearts to give willingly, they had

personally experienced the miraculous power of God in Egypt:
They had seen disastrous plagues befall the Egyptians - while they remained



unscathed; they had walked, trembling and open-mouthed, on dry ground - as the
roaring Red Sea parted to make way for them; they had listened, goosebumps
breaking out on their skins, as the Egyptians screamed over their firstborn - while
their own children crowded around them; and they had screamed in unbelieving joy
and astonishment as every single Egyptian perished in the same sea.

Psalm 110:3 says, 'Thy people shall be willing in the day of thy power...'
After all the miracles, the people were more than willing - and so, they gave.
(d) The offerings and resources brought to Moses by the people - at that time -

was not to be used for any other purpose, except those clearly spelt out by God: the
work of the tabernacle of meeting, all its service, and the holy garments. (Exodus
35:21, NKJV)

God doesn't give you the pattern and finances to start up a company - and you
use part of the resources to get a new car with privatised numberplate.

Or, He shows you the Pattern for your gifted child. You pray - and He provides
funds for a musical instrument and lessons for that season. You don’t take the whole
family to Disneyworld ‘for a treat’ with the same resources - or buy new furniture for
the home.

A newly-married friend shared how she and her husband had been praying to
move out of the apartment they lived in. The conditions were extremely horrible, and
finances were almost nonexistent. She felt God had something better for them (a
Pattern), and they both agreed in prayer for funds and a better location. Miraculously,
seemingly out of the blues, sufficient funds for a new place came in.

However, possibly because of the ease with which the money came in, they
decided to use part of it for other instant needs - believing that they could recoup.
Little by little, the money dwindled. They stayed in that horrible environment for a
long time - and had to ask God for mercy.

You see, the grace released and the resources provided - at that time - was for a
specific purpose.

(5)And now, we get to the most interesting part. The resources brought in was -
get this - more than enough.
Actually, that’s not quite accurate. I omitted a word.
The Bible actually says the resources brought in was ‘MUCH’ more than enough.

'And they spake unto Moses, saying, "The people bring much more than enough for
the service of the work..."' (Exodus 36:5).

Not just ‘enough.’
Not just ‘more than enough.’
It was 'MUCH' more than enough.
The Bible further records that ALL the craftsmen each left the work they were

doing, and came to Moses to 'complain' that the resources being brought in was more
than enough (Exodus 36:4&5)

It says that ‘…the material was sufficient for ALL the work, and indeed too
much...' (NKJV), so that Moses had to do what I have never heard being done in any
gathering (religious, secular or familial):

He commanded that no one should bring or do more for the work.
'And Moses gave commandment, and they caused it to be proclaimed throughout

the camp, saying, Let neither man nor woman make any more work for the offering of
the sanctuary. So the people were restrained from bringing’. (Exodus 36:6&7).

So, basically, announcers went around the camp, proclaiming loudly, "Everyone,
listen up!! Moses says we should thank everyone for their overwhelming generosity.
Nevertheless, he says enough of the gifts and services, please, please, please! No



more shekels, no more gold, no more silver, no more precious stones! No more fine
linen, acacia wood, oil or spices! The workers have much more than enough!! Also,
please, please, please, stop offering your skills and services. We have much more than
sufficient people for the work! Thank you, everyone!!"

How amazing is that?!
However, one thing that stands out regarding God's provision throughout

Scriptures is His generosity: His giving-hand is lavish. As someone once remarked,
"He is the Elshaddai, not the El-Cheapo."

From the quail which the people ate till it was coming out of their nostrils in the
Old Testament, to the twelve baskets left over from five loaves and two fishes in the
New Testament, we see His ability to oversupply. Even in the barren wilderness where
He tested the Israelites - before bringing them into the Promised Land overflowing
with milk and honey - their food complaint was of monotony. Not insufficiency.

Do we really now believe that God will give us His pattern, and we have to
scrounge and scrimp and stretch and stretch and stretch the meagre resources He
provides - to carry it out?

I don’t think so.
Personally, I sincerely believe that one main reason we don't not have sufficient

resources for His project (not yours) - is because we have added to (certain areas of)
His pattern.

If Moses had decided to make the utensils with silver and overlay the altar with it
- instead of bronze, as God commanded - there is a possibility the silver donated by
the children of Israel could have run out.

If He felt the Great I Am deserved much more and - instead of overlaying the
wooden ark and the table with gold as commanded - decided to make them of solid
gold, the gold willingly offered might have been insufficient.

God provides sufficient funds for a comfortable office in a pleasant suburban -
with enough left over to pay staff salaries for a year. Instead, we move to the choicest
part of the central business district, use all the resources provided for a down payment
- and take out a loan to offset the remaining part.

Because of your children's destinies, your Pattern reads 'full-time, stay-at-home
mom' - until they get to a certain age. However, you work a nine-to-five because you
desire a bigger house and certain luxuries for them (like the Joneses kids enjoy) -
when God has made your husband's paycheck more than sufficient for the season.

You start up a business, as instructed by God, and even though your own pattern
reads, 'No work on Sundays', you decide to tweak it - and open after church service.
Then you wonder why your three employees are frazzled and slow during the week.

We end up putting pressure on ourselves - and the willing people God has given
us - to give more, do more, serve more, be more. (I dare not even mention ministry
and Christian service).

Yes, God gave you the vision, but are all the attachments and excesses and extras,
part of the plan - for now?

When the pattern is adhered to, no more and no less, the resources will be much
more than enough - and sufficient for the season.



Chapter Seven
LEADERSHIP AND THE PATTERN

When God gives a pattern to the visionary and overseer, He knows he cannot
single-handedly execute the project. So He selects a team and, as earlier seen, the
leader divides to each man his part.

Leadership after the Pattern encompasses anyone who oversees or is responsible
for one person or a billion people - fathers, mothers, Sunday-school teachers, bosses,
unit heads, class teachers, heads of departments, spiritual leaders etc.

It can also be slightly different from what we might have been taught in
leadership classes.

The execution of the Pattern is twofold - the part of the leader, and the part of the
followers. Both have to be precisely carried out for God-results to be seen - and
Moses' leadership style during the execution of his Pattern is worthy of study.

(A) Leadership - and The People’s Part
After receiving the Pattern, Moses assembled the team chosen by God. In this case,
Bezaleel, assisted by Aholiab, was to oversee and supervise certain aspects of the
project - specifically the workmanship and teaching the people the skills of artisanry.

(1)The first thing Moses did was to publicly announce who the overseers were to
the workers. (Exodus 35:30-35) There was no vagueness or haziness about who they
were and what they were to do.

This might not seem like such a big deal on the surface, but a lack of clarity
about who would lead a phase/project can cause confusion and haphazardness -
especially when there might be equally qualified workers who would rather chose to
answer to the overall leader than one of their own.

I once worked in an organization where there was a lot of ambiguity about who
was what in a certain department. There were no clear roles, and this caused a lot of
disorder, rebellion and resentment when new heads tried to take charge without being
properly introduced - or their positions properly defined.

If Bezaleel had tried to give orders without proper backing and a formal
announcement, the Israelites, being whom they were, would have asked almost the
same question they asked Moses forty years earlier, "Who made you a leader over
us?"

Strife and envy would have broken out, and 'where envying and strife is, there is
confusion and every evil work.' (James 3:16) 'Every evil work' would entail
sabotaging, gossip, slander, unhealthy rivalry etc. God, most definitely, would not
dwell in a tabernacle built under those circumstances, because He is the Author of
peace - not of confusion.

It was, therefore, necessary for Moses to formally announce Bezaleel as the
overseer - but he didn't just stop there:

(2)He clearly stated why he was putting Bezaleel, with Aholiab assisting, in
charge. In other words, he reeled out his spiritual and work résumé:

"Everyone, look up here and listen very carefully. God has called by name and
carefully selected Bezaleel Uri, grandson of Hur, from the tribe of Judah to be the
overseer and general superintendent of this project."

Just that information would have quelled any forthcoming resistance. 'God called
him by name.' Who could contest with that?

But he went further, using practically the same words God used: "He has been
specially filled with the Spirit of God, and been given the skill, ability, and know-how



for making all sorts of things, including - but not limited to - designing and working
with gold, silver, and bronze; carving stones and setting them; carving wood, and
working in every kind of skilled craft. In fact, he has every needed skill.

In addition to these skills, God has also made him a teacher - both he and Aholiab
Ahisamach from the tribe of Dan. They will teach and pass on these skills to willing
artisans. They have both been gifted with the know-how needed for carving,
designing, weaving, and embroidering in blue, purple, and scarlet fabrics, and in fine
linen. They can make anything and design anything - and they excel in all the crafts
we will be needing for the work. (Exodus 35: 30-35, MSG, TLB)"

Put like that, how could the people not defer to the two men?
Moses didn't just formally and publicly introduce the overseers - he explained

why.
(3)Next, Moses supplied the necessary tools for productive work: He gave the

people the pattern - which was extremely detailed, and the resources - which was
more than enough.

The written pattern was so thorough, that the leaders knew what to do without
being supervised. There was no vague "you-should-know-what-to-do-even-if-I-don't"
job description; or the most common one of "Be Proactive" - without a clear cut
vision or direction. He was very clear on what he expected from them - and he made
sure they knew it.

Moses also didn't expect something from nothing - or almost nothing. He didn't
expect the workers to overlay the ark and build the mercy seat with one shekel of gold
he had grudgingly provided. He definitely didn't expect them to use their own
resources - then make them feel guilty for daring to request for resources that should
normally be provided.

He was the leader. He provided the resources - and it was enough for the work.
If you give your people five loaves and two fish - and expect them to feed five

thousand with it - make sure you also supply the anointing for multiplication.
(4)After providing all that was needed, Moses left them alone to work.
He didn’t stay during the building to micromanage or helicopter. He had God’s

presence and backing, honest men for the inventory, and skilled people for the
workmanship - led by Ithamar, Bezaleel and Aholiab. (Exodus 38:21-23)

He rested in the Pattern. Simply put, Moses Trusted.
Apart from internal issues or personal makeup, there are a number of reasons

why a leader micromanages or helicopters. However, two major ones are:
(a) The vision is the leader's, not God’s - and because it is his baby, he has to do

everything within his power to grow it from conception to fruition. So he gets his own
resources - by his sheer power and might; he selects his own people - using his own
list of criteria; and he tries to make sure, at every step of the way, that the people
skilfully execute the vision - while prudently (and, hopefully, honestly) managing the
resources he worked very hard to acquire.

Therefore, hovering or micromanaging occurs.
(b) The vision is God’s - but not the people. When this is the case, the results will

almost be the same as if the vision were yours.
We know that the team and human resources needed for the fulfilment of a vision

are extremely important - and God knows this too. When He chooses, He chooses the
best - and those He selected for the Pattern were skilled, able and honest.

*****



(Digressing a bit: Sometimes, Christians tend to get a bit impractical about anything
‘God’ related. However, it is important to note that for almost everyone God placed in
leadership positions in the Bible, certain words and traits like ‘skill’, ‘knowledge’,
‘able/capable’, ‘qualified’ were mentioned.

A few examples:
‘So Pharaoh said to Joseph, "You're the man for us…no one is as qualified as you

in experience and wisdom. From now on, you're in charge of my affairs..."’ (Genesis
41:39-40, MSG)

It was said of Daniel and his three friends in Daniel chapter 1:
‘...God gave these four young men knowledge and skill in both books and life…’

(verse 19, MSG)
‘...And in all matters…the king found these young men’s advice ten times better

than that of all the skilled magicians and wise astrologers.’ (verse 20, TLB)
The first criterion for the leaders selected by Moses, following Jethro’s advice

was ‘able or capable’.
‘Find some capable, godly, honest men who hate bribes, and appoint them as

judges…’(Exodus 18:21, TLB)
Even in ministry and Christian service - where some believe the only thing

needed is ‘the anointing’ - leaders are to be 'apt to teach' (1 Timothy 3:2, KJV). Other
translations state 'he...must be a good Bible teacher...' (TLB) or '...a capable and
qualified teacher...' (AMP).

Whether in potential or actual form, knowledge, skills and capability of chosen
leaders are mandatory for the execution of the Pattern. God will not select a tone-deaf
individual to head your choir or department - no matter how spiritual or God-obsessed
he is. Neither will He put a high school graduate over a Fortune 500 company - no
matter how academically intelligent or street savvy he might be.

More shrewd and resourceful than all of earth’s greatest moguls combined, God
is a very practical Businessman: He doesn’t waste resources. He wouldn’t put people
in influential leadership positions unless they are skilled and able in that field - or
unless, in time, He makes them capable.)

*****

Back to the Pattern.
When God gives you the vision and selects the team, you can be sure they have

the necessary skills needed for the execution. When you appoint the leaders, trust God
enough to leave them alone to follow the pattern.

Trusting God throughout the whole process cannot be overemphasised:
It takes trust to allow Him select the pattern, the details and the people - even

when you have your own initial preferences
It takes trust in Him to believe that everything will work together to bring the

vision into reality - and the pattern will become flesh.
It takes trust believe that those He selected will do their work after the pattern -

and not work yourself into a state of frenzy, fearing that each detail might not be
executed as shown.

Husbands, trust God that your wives will follow the pattern He gave both of you.
Pastors, trust God that your divinely selected Ministers will ‘do as the Lord

commanded’.
Bosses, trust God that the departmental Heads He led you to hire will follow the

corporate pattern you show them.



When the sufficient resources and well-detailed patterns/instructions have been
handed over to the divinely selected leaders, set (a) divinely selected deadline(s) for
the completion of the project with periodic reports - and leave them alone (you can be
sure you will be notified if any unexpected situation arises).

Divinely selected deadline? Yes.
I once attended a conference where Bill Winston shared how God led him to

begin a business school for entrepreneurs - teaching them to do business God’s way.
He called the selected and qualified heads, told them the vision, and told them to get
back to him on how long it would take to kick off the school. After much research and
deliberations, they returned and informed him that it would take about one to two
years.

He told them he would pray about it. When he did, the Lord told him, “Tell them
it is going to take two months.” So, he did - and in two months, the school started.
The Joseph Business School is currently all over the world, fully accredited, and
graduating millionaires.

God’s Pattern, God’s Methods, God’s Results.
Once the deadline arrives or the work is completed, then you look over. The

Bible says the children of Israel finished the work - and only then did they bring it to
Moses.

Moses had his own fulltime job: overseeing about three million people - even
with competent leaders - is fulltime. It wasn’t his job to supervise the workmanship. It
was Bezaleel’s and Aholiab’s. Attempting to take on that duty would have slowed
down their work, distracted Moses from his own responsibilities, and slowly built
resentment in the leaders, causing them to feel incapable.

I can hear someone say, “Moses was lucky to have gotten a favourable outcome.
But I still think it would have been better to supervise every phase - and avoid
probable errors from the beginning. Suppose they had made mistakes, what then
would have happened?’

Simple. They would have started over until they got it right.
That was why God, Himself, selected the people who would oversee those

phases. He knew they would give great attention to detail - and follow the pattern
exactly.

With God, loss is always nil.
Even when you work with the chosen ones - and you experience unexpected and

seemingly adverse results (because we are dealing with free-willed humans, and we
also have an enemy), the loss is still zero. The Kingdom’s economy is one of total
restoration - of time, resources, and people. There is no loss when God’s Pattern is
strictly adhered to.

*****

But, you see, beyond building a tabernacle, God was building the people.
He was teaching them:
To give willingly and abundantly;
To learn to work together despite individual preferences;
To do skilled and excellent work;
To strictly follow instructions when you had our own desires or inclinations;
To learn humility by obeying other selected leaders - apart from the ‘Anointed

Leader’, Moses.
God was also teaching Moses:



To trust him;
To remove the superman cape and complex from his shoulders and mind;
To simply follow His instructions - and believe it would yield the desired results.
You see, leadership modelled after the Pattern is risky - and sacrificial. It takes

time, unwavering commitment and the ability to focus on the overall and long-term
growth of the people - instead of on quick results and short-term execution of
projects.

It is allowing your child spend three hours in the kitchen, burn the food, mess up
all the available space, and use every single dish and utensil to prepare dinner - when
you can cook the same meal and clean up in fifteen minutes. Or get someone else to
do it.

It is about the Governor informing you on Friday that he would be visiting your
church on Sunday - and you still follow the schedule and allow your shy and
stammering associate pastor preach, without shortening the message or taking his slot.

It’s about the head who makes a huge error in a large batch of already-shipped
bottled sauce - and the error goes viral on social media; yet you don’t fire her because
you know God sent her to you.

It’s about hearing chosen Peter publicly deny you thrice - and still tell him, "Feed
my sheep."

God's pattern, God's way, God's results.

*****

And so, when the people were done with the work, they brought it to Moses - and
then, he looked over every part of the finished work, and compared it with the Pattern:

One by one. Piece by piece. Inch by inch. Placement by placement - forehead
furrowed in concentrated counting and calculations, welding measuring instruments
and tools, and making sure every detail was precisely followed…

…and, then, leaning back, fully satisfied because 'the people did exactly as God
commanded’ their leader. (Exodus 39:42)

Can you imagine the quiet pride and gratitude, the rush of pleasure, and the sense
of deep satisfaction that filled Moses’ heart when he carefully scrutinized every piece,
painstakingly measured every inch, conscientiously looked over every placement -
and it was exactly as the Pattern had instructed?

That's what happens in the long run when you trust God enough to follow His
instructions - even though they might seem rather foolish and very different from
other methods.

You get God-results.

******

Then Moses did something that warmed my heart when I read it.
(5)He blessed the people.
Moses publicly validated them.
He openly let them know how pleased he was.
He acknowledged their time, effort, their hearts and - most importantly - how

they had obeyed God’s instructions to the letter.



He let them know how proud he was that they didn’t have to be micromanaged or
constantly supervised.

He didn’t reason like some of us, “Well, they merely did their job, didn’t they?”
or “It’s expected. After all, they had everything provided for a successful execution.”

No. He basically let them know, “I am pleased with you. I am proud of you. I
appreciate you.”

Do you know how it warms a son’s heart and curls his toes when, like God, his
father publicly says, ‘This is my son in who I am well pleased,’ - and is not afraid of
seeming too soft?

When your employees hit or exceed their goals, do you publicly validated them -
individually or as a department - without fearing they might ask for a pay raise?

Yes, it is the Lord’s offering and service, but do you publicly appreciate the
congregation when they give of themselves, their time and resources? Or do you hold
back back so they wouldn't reduce or renege on their giving?

Do we bless the people God has given us? Empower them to do better? Pray the
blessings of God on them? Show them just how pleased you and God are that they
obeyed you - and ultimately Him?

Moses saw that they had done exactly as God had commanded them - and he
blessed them.

We cannot afford to do less.

*****

(B) The Leader's Part
When the people were done with their part, then Moses did his part ‘just as the Lord
commanded.’ (Exodus 40:18-33)

It was much easier for Moses to do his part because he had obeyed God in the
selection of the workers - and he was not hypocritical in his own execution of the
Pattern.

He didn’t expect exactness and perfection from the people - then explain why his
own execution was just a little sloppy...or less than stellar.

Exodus 40:16-32 shows us that,
‘...Moses proceeded to do all as the Lord had commanded him.
On the first day…the Tabernacle was put together. Moses erected it…then he

spread the coverings over the framework… just as the Lord had commanded him.
Inside the Ark he placed the stones with the Ten Commandments,...attached the

carrying poles…and installed the gold lid, the place of mercy. Then he brought the
Ark into the Tabernacle and set up the curtain to screen it, just as the Lord had
commanded.

Next he placed the table at the north side of the room…and set the Bread of the
Presence upon the table… just as the Lord had commanded.

…He placed the lampstand next to the table, on the south side, then he lighted the
lamps before the Lord, just as the Lord had commanded, and placed the gold altar in
the Tabernacle, and burned upon it the incense made from sweet spices, just as the
Lord had commanded.

He attached the curtain at the entrance…, and placed the outside altar for the
burnt offerings…, and offered upon it a burnt…and a meal offering, just as the Lord



had commanded him.
Next he placed the washbasin…and filled it with water so that the priests could

use it for washing… just as the Lord had commanded Moses.
Moses gave as much as he required - if not more. He did exactly 'as the Lord had

commanded him.'
As a spiritual leader, He didn’t call for a general season of fasting and prayer -

and eat at home, for whatever reason, without the knowledge of the people.
As a husband, He didn’t expect and demand full submission from his wife 'as the

Lord commanded' - without obeying his part to love her fully as Christ loved the
Church.

As a mother, she didn’t demand for obedience and honor from the children 'as the
Lord commanded' - while flagrantly flaunting a lack of submission and total disregard
for their father.

As a boss, he didn’t expect his workers to work with dedication and loyalty 'as
the Lord commanded' - while glossing over or explaining away his refusal to pay their
salaries when due.

No. Moses executed his own part of the pattern, just as he required from the
people - and exactly 'as the Lord commanded.'

*****

But even if the people hadn’t done exactly as Moses instructed; even if there were
flaws, faults and failures in the execution - even if the people God gives you don't
fully obey instructions or follow the given pattern - God still expects complete
obedience to the pattern by the leader.

If Bezaleel had dilly-dallied over the work, Moses wouldn't have stepped in to
assist or take over - even if he had the skills. The instruction was for Bezaleel to be in
charge. Not Moses. He would have gone back to God and gotten new instructions - or
a new replacement.

God’s method of leadership demanded that Moses still carried out his own duties
to the letter. Irrespective of the people.

Remember, the only time Moses disobeyed God because of the people caused
him to miss entering the Promised Land.

God has high expectations for leaders and leadership, and even if the people fail
in their own role(s), complete obedience to instructions and total adherence to the
pattern is still expected.

That's what leadership according to the Pattern entails.



Chapter Eight
…AND THE GLORY FILLED THE TABERNACLE …

Exodus 40:34-35 gave me chills when I read it.
It is preceded by the final line of Exodus 40:33: ‘…So Moses finished the work.’

He - and the people - had completed and executed the pattern as commanded.
Verse 34 follows: ‘Then' - after the what, the how, the who, the when, the where

was carried out exactly according to specifications,
Then, ‘The cloud covered the tabernacle, and the glory of the Lord filled the

tabernacle…’
Wow. Can you imagine a home, a ministry, an organisation that is filled with the

glory of God?!
God so filled the tabernacle that even Moses could not go in:
Moses - with whom God spoke face-to-face, unlike others He spoke to through

dreams and visions (Numbers 12:6-8);
Moses who was privileged to see the back of God as He passed by (Exodus

33:22-23; 34:6);
Moses who had to cover his face with a veil from the Israelites because of God's

glory radiating from it (Exodus 34:29-35);
The same Moses who had been given the Pattern for the Tabernacle...
…Even he could not go in because of the Presence of God that filled the

tabernacle.
It was as though God was saying, "Yes! This, right here, is My home. My place.

My abode. Mine. I am not sharing this glory with any man. This is ALL Mine."
Isn't it amazing?
Imagine hearing Him say to you, "Yes! This is My ministry. These are My

children. This isMy organisation. This is My business..."
…because it was built exactly according to Pattern.
It is enough to bring you to your knees.
Exodus 40:35 (NKJV) shows us three things that happened when the Pattern was

finished, executed exactly as God had commanded:
(1)Moses was not able to enter into the tabernacle of meeting.
It was filled with God Himself. There was no room for anyone or anything

human, carnal or 'flesh' there. It was ALL Spirit. ALL God.
(2) The cloud rested above the tabernacle.
It was an external validation and public sign - to the Israelites, the neighbouring

nations and passers-by - that God's presence and approval rested there.
(3) The glory of the LORD filled the tabernacle.
Beyond the external glory (which might have merely been a sham or façade),

there was the internal proof and tangibility of His presence and approval - for anyone
who wanted to confirm it.

And that, right there, is exactly what the Lord is building this end time, through
his warrior-builders in the family, the media, politics, education, and the ministry:

(1) He is handing out Patterns for families, ministries, organizations and
businesses that will be fully Spirit-birthed - and have nothing fleshly or carnal about
them.

(2) He is raising up people and projects that will bear His seal and be
distinguished from the nations around them. The crowd around them will wonder,
“What is That?!" "There’s something…different…we can’t put our finger on.”

(3) He is building people and patterns that will truly carry His glory within -



where they, and theirs, are not merely putting on a spiritual/religious ‘face’ or ‘image’.
He wants them so filled with His glory that, when anything 'flesh' tries to come in, it
is not allowed entrance.

That’s what the Lord is doing in this close of age. As an amazing woman of God
says, "In this final hour, God is looking for the highest possible impact in the shortest
possible time."

In a world of thick and demonic darkness, He is raising up warrior-builders and
handing out Patterns of light. The thicker the darkness is, the more brightly these
patterns will shine - first as little specks, and then growing in intensity.

These spots of light will attract the attention of other warriors who will ask,
“What is this?” And they will be taught - and referred back to the Master Builder and
Commander-in-Chief who will hand them their own Pattern.

And in areas of gross darkness tightly held bound in the enemy's demonic grip,
these specks will turn into glows, become pockets of lights, grow into blazes, and
finally explode into blinding conflagrations...!

...And the gates of hell shall not prevail against them.
When other nations come near, eyes shaded from the blaze around and the cloud

above, and ask these warrior-builders, “What is that?!”, they will reply,
“It is the Glory!”



EPILOGUE

God is positioning His warrior-builders in positions of influence and authority to
bring about His Kingdom on the earth.

He is filling them (hopefully, us) with His own ideas for influence, change and
impact.

But the results won't be worth much if we chose to execute His vision our way.
There's only one way. One method. One result.
(Y)Our way - or His?



FINAL WORD

The hardest part of any project is usually starting. The next is finishing. That was the
case with this book.

When I got the idea to write it, I wondered, "Where do I start from? How do I
start? What do I say that has not already been said? What more do I have to give that
has not already been given?"

Then I remembered that God is a Progressive Revelation. He rarely downloads
the total revelation of a truth into our hearts all at once. He usually does it in stages.

Bit by bit. Poco a poco. Here a little, there a little. A line here, a precept there.
Therefore, I believe this book is for where you currently are - or where the Lord

might be taking you. You might have stumbled on just that bit or line that is necessary
for the next level of your building - or you might realize that almost every part struck
a chord, since you are just beginning to build.

Whatever stage you are in, I really hope there was 'a bit' for you 'here'.
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